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**Title word cross-reference**

#9 [Jen11].


1 [CZ15a]. 11th [Ano11u]. 1st [Sau10, Sau11, Sau12].


[Ano10s, Ano10g, Ano10n, Ano10o, Ano10i, Ano10l, Ano11d, Ano11p, Ano11h, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano11c, Ano11k, Ano12n, Ano12i, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12h, Ano12j, Ano12i, Ano12c, Ano12d,
Ano12p, Ano12o, Jar12b, Oli11a, Pfa12, Qia10b, Qu12, Rut12, San11].

33rd [Ano11u]. 39 [Hor11b]. 3rd [Ano12e, Ano12q, Hly11].

4th [Ano10r, Ano11g].

5th [Ano12h].

Abdelmomem [Ano12h]. Aberration [RB10]. Accelerated [Liu12, TL16].
Acceptance [LRL+12b, LRL+12a]. Accessibility [CS12, DF12, JSQ12, JS12a, JS12b, LW12, WSZ12]. Accomplish [Nat12].
Account [DLY+17]. Accuracy [XQW13]. Accurate [PT14].
Adjustments [CJ14]. Admissible [WMT12]. Adrian [Fot10b, Hor11a].
Advanced [Hor10b, Hor10a]. Advances [Ano12], Gra13, Ano10d, Ano10e].
Aeilko [Ano10r]. Afifi [Ano12h]. Aggregate [CY17]. Aggregated [DGS13].
Algorithm [CG16, cCOP+13, DASS17, LKS16, XDHQ16, XC10]. Algorithmic [Qiu12].
Ambiguity [WC12]. Ameliorated [ZX17]. Analyses [LPWV13, Pfa12].
Analysing [Hor11a]. Analysis [ANAC13, AGMRS11, ACH14, Ano10o, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano11h, Ano11f, Ano11e, Ano11u, Ano12n, Ano12j, Ano12g, Ano12a, BFK+12, Bur10, CMR10, CJL14, CCC13, CHWE11, CFF13, DS17, Dsv13, EDR16, FK14, Fre12, Fre13, GLS14, HIS14, Hec11, Hly10a, HP12, JHM15, JAP15, Ke10, Ke11a, LKS16, LD11, LSP13, LS13, Lip10b, Lip12a, LWM13, Mag11, MZ13, Mail1, Nku10, Oli10c, Oli12a, PZQ16, Pie13, PHBF17, Qia10b, Qu12, Ruk15, SDR15, Wie11, XQQW13, XC10, Yu12, ZHOY13, ZS15, dCC11, Ano10s, Ano10j, Ano11c, Ano12h, Ano12q, Ano10g, Ano12d, Hor10a, Oli10a].
Analytic [Ano11i, Ban10a]. Analytics [McC12a, Mye12b, Nku10].
[ILS$^+$17, LKS16, Qiu16a, SWW$^+$16, ZY17]. **Biggeri** [Ano10m]. **Binary** [DSM13]. **Bini** [Ano10p]. **Binomial** [CMAC12, Qu12]. **Bioconductor** [Ano12o]. **Bioinformatics** [Ano10d]. **Biological** [FD15, ZZZ$^+$15, Ano10h]. **Biostatistics** [Ano12o]. **Biology** [Ano12p, Hor11a]. **Biomedical** [Che12b, SHL15]. **Biological** [FD15, ZZZ$^+$15, Ano10h]. **Biology** [Ano12p, Hor11a]. **Biomedical** [Che12b, SHL15]. **Biostatistics** [Ano10o]. **Biosurveillance** [SB10]. **Birnbaum** [ZLD16]. **Bissett** [Ke10]. **Bit** [ZOY13]. **Blackbox** [CW16, CL16, GGL$^+$16a]. **Blending** [DBB15]. **Block** [Bag10, Mic10]. **Blocked** [MGJ14, Wv11]. **Blocking** [JN16, SSG15]. **Blurred** [KQ14]. **Board** [Ano12b, Ano13j, Ano14h, Ano15e, Ano16i]. **Bocard** [Mye12c]. **Bock** [Ano10j]. **Bosque** [Bar10]. **Book** [AA12, Ahn10, And11, Ano10s, Ano10t, Ano11l, Ano12e, Ban10a, Gol12c, Gol12b, Gol12a, Gru11, Hec10, Hec11, Hey12, Hin11, Hly10a, Hly10b, Hly11, Hly12, Hor10b, Hor10d, Hor10c, Hor10a, Hor11f, Hor11d, Hor11b, Hor11c, Hor11a, Hor11e, Hor12c, Hor12b, Hor12d, Hor12a, Jar12b, Jar12a, Jen10, Jen11, Kat11, Ke10, Ke11a, Kuh10, Laz10, Laz11, Li10, Lip10a, Lip10b, Lip11a, Lip11c, Lip11b, Lip12b, Lip12d, Lip12c, Lip12a, Lu11, Mag11, Mai11, McC10, McC12b, McC12c, McC12a, Mic10, Mye11b, Mye11c, Mye12a, Mye12c, Mye12b, Mye12d]. **Book** [Nat12, Neu10b, Neu10a, Neu11, Neu12c, Neu12b, Neu12a, Ng10, Ng11, Ng12, Nku10, Oli10a, Oli10c, Oli10b, Oli11b, Oli11a, Oli12c, Oli12a, Oli12b, Par11, Pen10, Pfa12, Qia10b, Qia10a, Qiu12, Qu11, Qu12, Ros11, Rut12, San11, Sar11, San10, San11, San12, Sea11a, Sea11b, Sea12, Sen11, Sym11, Van10, Wie11, WMI11, Whu12, Ye10, You10, Yu12]. **Bootstrap** [AGMR11, LKS16]. **Both** [DLY$^+$17, HLLY16]. **Bounded** [DSD12]. **Bound** [Lu11]. **Box** [Hun13, ZY17]. **Bradley** [Atk12, Che11a]. **Brajendra** [Gol12c]. **Brenda** [Sar11]. **Bretz** [Che11b]. **Brian** [Ke10, Pfa12]. **Bridge** [JSMS15]. **Brockhoff** [Hor11c]. **Broemeling** [Boo10a]. **Brooks** [Che12a]. **Brownian** [PA17, TQW13]. **Bruce** [Laz11]. **Bruggemann** [Che12b]. **Bug** [SDR15]. **Bug-Database** [SDR15]. **Building** [PT14]. **Burges** [Hor12c]. **Burkholder** [Hor12c]. **Burn** [YXTS12]. **Burnt-In** [YXTS12]. **Business** [Mye12a, Neu10b, Whu12, McC12a]. **Byleen** [Mye12a].

PBH13, RBM08, RZ16, SCH17, SGH13, SWF16, WC12, WM11, YXTC14, Zha10, ZDH14, ZYH14, RBM11, Gru11.

Estimators [AMY14, Ano11j, Wad16].

Ethem [Ano10l].

Eugene [Ano10r, Ano11l].

Eva [Ano10f, Fot10].

Evaluating [dMvW10].

Evaluation [Ano10p, Bar10, CBC15, LMT14, TMMH17].

Evarist [Ano11n].

Event [GLLS14, HW10, Kle13, LÇÇ12, QWKR14].

Events [RMVH11].

Everitt [Pfa12, Yu12].

Evolution [Ano12d].

Evolutionary [Cha12].

EWMA [TML16, ZT11].

Ewout [And11].

Exact [PSR17, WLHB15].

Example [Hly10b, Ke11b].

Excel [Ke10].

Exchange [SdCR12].

Exchanges [Ano10k].

Excursion [CGB+14].

Expanded [XC10].

Expansions [Gho12b].

Expected [CW16, For13, Gra13, SD15, RBM11].

Expensive [FNL11].

Experiment [GLLS14, Mic10, RBM08, SD15, RBM11].

Experimental [AA12, ANAC13, ASDMLF16, Ano10k, CMAC12, GG12, Mor15, Pie13, PJW13].

Experimentation [Fre13, Van10].

Experiments [AG12, Atk12, BN12, BGMA14, BDB15, DP10, EDR16, GL12, HS14, HTW17, HLY16, HJM15, JLLM+16, JK11, Jos12a, KJB11, LWM13, LACR11, MDS12, MGJ14, PGS11, PGRC13a, PHBF17, Qiu10, TW13, Tan15a, Tan15b, Tan17, TWY14, WB11, Wv11, dCC11, Neu110a].

Experiments-Based [Jos12a].

Exploratory [cCOP+13, JDTW15].

Exploration [Ano12g].

Exploring [Apl12, CCCC13].

Exponential [CJL14, TL16, ZDH14].

Exponential-Dispersion [TL16].

Exponential-Linear [ZDH14].

Exposure [JLLM+16].

Extensions [CZ15a, Oli10b].

Factor [AGMRS11, AG12, Bag10, CJL14, ES17, Grö14, Tad13, WMT12, ZX17].

Factorial [DASS17, EDR16, Grö14, RB10, SGS15, TG10, Van10, WMT12].

Factorial-Based [DASS17].

Factorials [HL17].

Factorization [DS17].

Factors [DLLR17, ZQZ11].

Fahrmeir [Ano10q].

Failure [HM10, HM13, Liu12, SNM10].

Failure-Time [HM13].

Failures [YT16].

Faltin [Ano10].

Familial [Gol12c].

Families [HLP13].

Farm [PHD16].

Fast [CGB+14, EJLN17, Got10b, Got10a, LC15, HS16, HS17, PSB+13].

Fault [ILS+17].

Feature [Lip10a, PJR15].

Federer [Mic10].

Fernandez [Ano11o].

Ferrari [Ano10m].

Ferraty [Ano12j].

Ferreira [Ban10].

Festschrift [Ano10q, Hor10d].

Fetus [JLLM+16].

Fibrous [GLLS14].

Fidelity [LC15, HTW17].

Fieguth [Lip12c].

Field [CY17, HM10, HM13, YT16].

Field-Failure [HM10, HM13].

Fields [JLLM+16].

Fienberg [Ano10t].

Fighting [SNY+10].

Filling [DSD12].

Filter [HGL+13].

Filzmoser [Lip10b].

Finance [Ano10e, Hor10a, Jar12b, Jar12a].

Financial [Gho10b, Mye11b, Mye11c, SNY+10].

Fingerprint [LD11].

Finite [AHS16, HCT17, Hec10, Tan13, Mye12a].

Finite-State [AHS16].

Finkelstein [Jen10].

First [Ano11c, Hey12, McC12b].

Fit [PSR17, ZK17].

Fixed [MGJ14].

Flaw [TMMH17].

Flaws [LMT14].

Flexible [Gol12a].

H [Ano10r, Ano10d, Ano11j, Bai11, Ban10b, Hor12a, Jen11, Mye11a, Oli12c, Sy112]. **Hahn** [Neu10b]. **Half** [EG12]. **Half-Half** [EG12]. **Hall** [Ano11l]. **Hannan** [Wie11]. **Hamann** [Mye12b]. **Hanagal** [Bai12]. **Hand** [Qia10a]. **Handbook** [Ano10s, Ano12r, Pfa12, Bur12, Che12a]. **Hans** [Ano10j, Neu12a]. **Hans-Hermann** [Ano10j]. **Hans-Michael** [Neu12a]. **Hard** [AG12]. **Hard-to-Change** [AG12]. **Hardle** [Jar12b]. **Hardware** [CMR10]. **Harper** [Cob10]. **Harris** [Ano10s]. **Harry** [Chi12c]. **Hastings** [LKS16]. **Health** [Ban10a, Hor11a]. **Hedges** [Ano10s]. **Hendry** [Hor10d]. **Henry** [Ano10f, Hor12a, Hor10a]. **Henry-Labordère** [Hor10a]. **Herbert** [Ban10b, Bar10, Goli11a]. **Hereditary** [Hor10c]. **Heredity** [LZ14]. **Hermann** [Ano10j, Ano11u]. **Heterogeneous** [GW13]. **Hettmansperger** [Ano11k]. **Heyde** [Ano11l]. **Hierarchical** [CHKC10, DGS13, HCT17, Li10, MMEDG14, PJR15]. **High** [AS16, HRSV16, LSP13, LMS15, Mar11, PH16, Qu10, VWGR11, WSZ14, XQW13, ZHOY13, ZLD16, ZWJ15]. **High-Accuracy** [XQW13]. **High-Dimensional** [HRSV16, LMS15, Mar11, PH16, WSZ14, ZHOY13, ZLD16, ZWJ15]. **High-Performance** [AS16]. **High-Reliability** [VWGR11]. **High-Throughput** [Qu10]. **Highly** [Lip11b]. **Hilbe** [Goli11c, Qu12, Ros11]. **Hiroshi** [Lip10a]. **Hirukawa** [Gho10b]. **History** [BVW10]. **Hoaglin** [Ano10t]. **Hoff** [Hey12]. **Hofstink** [Bar10]. **Honor** [Ano11f]. **Honour** [Ano10q, Hor10d]. **Hooker** [Bur10]. **Horton** [Hec11]. **Hothorn** [Che11b, Pfa12, Yu12]. **Hourly** [CJL14]. **Howard** [Ke11b]. **Hsiung** [Hor10c]. **HTS** [LSP13]. **Huan** [Lip10a]. **Huber** [Ano10e]. **Huber-Carol** [Ano10e]. **Hubert** [Ano10e]. **Hui** [Ano11f]. **Hunter** [Ano10k, Ano17d, Bre13, Bre14b, Hla15, Cho11, Cho12, Mit10]. **Hygiene** [MBR14]. **Hyman** [WMI11]. **Hypercube** [MBB15, DP10, DASS17, HQH16]. **Hyperspectral** [BWMG14, SHL15]. **Hypotheses** [Ano11p, Bar10]. **Hypothesis** [HLP13].

**Identification** [CGB+14, HL17]. **Identifying** [QX14]. **Ieno** [Bai11, Oli10b]. **IFCS** [Ano11u]. **II** [Hor10b, WYJ10]. **Image** [Lip12c, MQ11, Par14, Qiu12, QX13]. **Images** [BWMG14, CGR+15, HP12, SHL15, TEN14, TMMH17, YPS17, ZZD+14]. **Imaiizumi** [Ano10j]. **Imperfect** [ZX17]. **Implicit** [AS16]. **Importance** [CBC15, LVB13, ZW17]. **Improved** [HN12, TMMH17, TG15]. **Improvement** [CW16, For13, Gra13, ZX17]. **Improving** [LCAC13, Zha10]. **Incorporating** [HRC10, HW10]. **Index** [Ano10z, Ano11w, GL12, WX14]. **Indexes** [Ano10m]. **indicator** [Lip12b]. **Indirect** [Esp11]. **Individuality** [LD11]. **Individuals** [QX14]. **Industrial** [MBR14]. **Industry** [Ano10e, Neu10b]. **Inference**


Paradis [Ano12d]. Parallel [cCOP$^+13$, CGB$^+14$, GACH10]. Parameter [Got10b, Got10a, TW13, Tan15a, WC12, XC10]. Parameterized [CHKC10].


Procedures [Cha12]. Proceedings [Ano11u]. Process

PGRC13b, QZW10b, WLDD14. **Related** [Ano12j, SAC17]. **Reliability** [Ano10k, Ano10d, Ano10e, CMR10, CMAC12, CY17, CBC15, GJ10, GACH10, GW13, HEM10a, HEM10b, LCA13c, O’C10, SF10, Sin10, SAC17, SDR15, VWGR11, WAC10, ZW17, Ahm10, Ano12e]. **Religion** [Lip12d]. **Remote** [NKCB14]. **Renewal** [XHM+17, ZTEM17]. **Renaming** [Hor12c]. **Repair** [LHDP14]. **Repeatability** [dMvW10]. **Repeated** [PGS11, WMEW13]. **Report** [Chi11, Chi12b, Chi13, Qiu14, Qiu15, Qiu16b, Ste10a]. **Representation** [CWW17]. **Reproducibility** [dMvW10]. **Resampling** [Oli12a]. **Research** [Ano10s, Ano11u, CCCC13]. **Response** [HJM15, Wv11]. **Responses** [CM14, DJ15, GAZ15]. **Restricted** [SGC14]. **Retrospective** [Ger15]. **Returned** [YT16]. **Reversibility** [Hly12]. **Review** [AA12, Ahm10, Ano11, Ano10s, Ano10g, Ano10j, Ano10r, Ano10h, Ano10n, Ano10q, Ano10p, Ano10t, Ano10k, Ano10o, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano10i, Ano10m, Ano10l, Ano11d, Ano11o, Ano11p, Ano11h, Ano11n, Ano11f, Ano11g, Ano11i, Ano11j, Ano11m, Ano11i, Ano11c, Ano11k, Ano12h, Ano12n, Ano12f, Ano12j, Ano12e, Ano12i, Ano12c, Ano12g, Ano12k, Ano12d, Ano12q, Ano12p, Ano12o, Ano12i, Ano12r, Ano12m, Atk12, Bai11, Bai12, Ban10b, Ban10a, Ban11, Bar10, Bar11, Bha12, Boo10b, Boo10a, Bur10, BL11, Bur11, Bur12, Bzi11, Cha11, Cha12, Che11c, Che11a, Che11b, Che12a, Che12b, Cin11, Cob10, Esp11, Fot10b, Fot10a, Fre12, Gho10b, Gho10a, Gho11a, Gho11b, Gho12a, Gho12b, Gol11b, Gol11a, Gol12c]. **Review** [Gol12b, Gol12a, Grui11, Hec10, Hec11, Hey12, Hin11, Hly10a, Hly10b, Hly11, Hly12, Hor10b, Hor10d, Hor10c, Hor10a, Hor11f, Hor11d, Hor11b, Hor11c, Hor11a, Hor11e, Hor12c, Hor12b, Hor12d, Hor12a, Jar12b, Jar12a, Jen10, Jen11, Kat11, Ke10, Ke11a, Kuh10, Laz10, Laz11, Lii10, Lip10a, Lip10b, Lip11a, Lip11c, Lip11b, Lip12b, Lip12c, Lip12a, Lu11, Mag11, Mai11, McC10, McC12b, McCC12c, McCI2a, Mic10, Mye11a, Mye11b, Mye11c, Mye12a, Mye12c, Mye12b, Mye12d, Nat12, Neu10b, Neu10a, Neu11, Neu12c, Neu12b, Neu12a, Ng10, Ng11, Ng12, Nku10, Oli10a, Oli10c, Oli10b, Oli11b, Oli11a, Oli12a, Oli12b, Oli12c, Oli12d, Par11, Pen10, Pfa12, Qia10b, Qia10a, Qiu12, Qu11, Qu12, Ros11, Rut12, Sen11, Sar11, Saul10, Saul11, Sau12, Sea11a]. **Review** [Sea11b, Sea12, Sen11, Sym11, Van10, Wie11, WMI11, Wh12, Ye10, You10, Yu12]. **Reviews** [Ano10u, Ano10v, Ano10w, Ano10x, Ano11q, Ano11r, Ano11s, Ano11t, Ano12s, Ano12t, Ano12u, Ano12v, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano15d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c]. **Riccomagno** [Ano10f]. **Richard** [Hor12d]. **Richly** [CHKC10]. **Rick** [Laz10, Sea12]. **Ridge** [Mar11]. **right** [KMM11, WYJ10]. **right-censored** [WYJ10]. **Rimas** [Ano11n]. **Rinaldo** [Ano12i]. **Risk** [Hor12b, Mye11c]. **Risks** [SS15, YXTS12]. **Robert** [Bzi11, Gol11c, Neu11, Ng11, Qu11, Saul1, Van10]. **Roberto** [Cha12]. **Robinson** [Mye12b, Ng11]. **Robust** [AMY14, BN12, CFF13, DMW10, Far14, FD15, Got10b, Got10a, LSP13, Mar11, ME12, SD12, SdCR12, SD15, TW12, TW13, Tan15a, THS15, Ano11k].
ROC [Qia10a]. Rogantin [Ano10f]. Rojo [Ano12k]. Role [Neu10b].
Rolling [RKE10]. Ron [Ahm10]. Ronald [Cha11]. Rongling [Che11c].
Rosen [Ano10a, GLLS14]. Rosenbaum [Gol11b]. Rosenblatt [Hor12d].
Ross [Ano11l]. Rotations [SGH13]. Row [Qu10]. Row-Column [Qu10].
Rowena [Ban10a]. Rubinstein [Ano10n]. Rueven [Ano10n]. Ruggeri [Ahm10].
S [Ahm10, Ano10e, Bur10, Oli10a, Pfa12, Sar11]. Salmaso [Ano10p].
Scaled [CS16]. Scan [NHB+13, Nag11]. Scheme [LQ14, STZW16]. Schemes [FNL11, JN16]. Schinazi [Ano12l]. Schlattmann [Hec10].
Scientific [Hor11b, Ng11]. Scott [Che11a]. Screening [ACH14, BGMA14, DWD+14, JN16, JN17, LSP13, MIE17, MDS12, QX14, Qu10, SWWR14, WB11, ZHOY13]. Search [GH16, Jon13, WB11]. Season [NAEK15]. Seasonal [AGMRS11, Hor11a]. Sech [Ano12f]. Second [Ano12g]. Sectional [ZZD+14]. Selected [Ano11n, Ano11m, Ano12k, Ano12l, Ano12m, Hor12c, Hor12d]. Selecting [LCAc13, MIE17]. Selection [AGV12, JN17, L14, PIR15, SWMV13, TW13, Wad16, WB11, ZLD16, Lip11a]. Self [STZW16].

[Ano10g, Ano10m, CMR10, Dri10, FP17, HRC10, HM13, JDLH16, Mor12, NS15, QWKR14, TS16, ZSGM14, Qia10b, Sea11b]. **Time-Between-Event** [QWKR14]. **Time-Dependent** [HRC10]. **Time-Lagged** [TS16]. **Time-Varying** [Mor12]. **Times** [Fot10a]. **Titanium** [LMT14]. **Tobias** [Ano12e, Ban11]. **Toine** [Ano10r]. **Toine** [Ano10r]. **Tolerance** [EW10, Hof10, You10, ZPM14]. **Tomas** [Qu11, Ano12j]. **Tormod** [Hor11e]. **Torsten** [Che11b, Pfa12]. **Toshiro** [Hor11d]. **Tough** [Bre14a]. **Traffic** [CM14, VSM13]. **Transfer** [FK14, ZZZ]. **Transformation** [MZ15, ZY17]. **Transit** [Haz10]. **Translation** [Hor11c]. **Transportation** [Car14]. **Tree** [PH16, ZHOY13]. **Treed** [KKS]. **Trend** [LC, XHM]. **Trend-Renewal** [XHM]. **Trials** [Ano10r, Ano11g, Che11a, Gol12b, Gol12a]. **Trindade** [Ano12e]. **Trumbo** [Laz11]. **Truncated** [ZSGM14]. **Tunable** [PGRC13a, TQW13]. **Turbines** [PHD16]. **Tutz** [Ano10q]. **Twitter** [Tad13, XMM16]. **Two** [CGR, Edw11, ES17, EJLN17, Grö14, HL17, MSEA17, MDS12, PCWW16, SDnCR12, SMN10, TBMM15, THS15, Van10, WMT12, Zha11]. **Two-Dimensional** [CGR]. **Two-Factor** [ES17, Grö14, HL17]. **Two-Level** [Edw11, ES17, EJLN17, Grö14, HL17, MSEA17, PCWW16, SDnCR12, Van10]. **Two-Stage** [MDS12, TBMM15]. **Two-Way** [THS15, Zha11]. **Type** [KMM11, WYJ10]. **Types** [SDR15].

U [Hly10a]. **Ultrasonic** [LMT14]. **Unbalanced** [Hof10]. **Uncertainty** [CWW17, CGB, Got10b, Got10a, MMEIG14, NAEK15, RKE10, Tan15b, TG10, WLZ16]. **Understanding** [Lip12d]. **Unequal** [Zha11]. **Unit** [KKS]. **Univariate** [QL11, QX14, WLHB15]. **Unknown** [WSZ14]. **Unmixing** [SLH15]. **Unreplicated** [EDR16, HL17]. **Unrest** [HLSR15]. **Unreturned** [YT16]. **Updating** [JDLH16, SWW, And11]. **Use** [GJ10, HEM10a, HEM10b, HM10, O’C10, SF10, Sin10, WAC10]. **Use-Rate** [HM10]. **Used** [Bre14a]. **Users** [XMM16, Gol11c, Rut12, Sau11]. **Using** [Ano11o, Ano12a, AGV12, Bai12, Che11b, EDR16, GBH, LC15, GW13, HRC10, HTC17, HGL, JDLH16, Jos12a, JDTW15, KRSA15, Ke10, Ke11b, LVB13, LMT14, LQ14, LZ16, LD11, LCAc13, MMEIG14, MB14, Ng11, OY17, Par14, Pfa12, PCWW16, PSR17, PHD16, Sar11, SCH17, SDnCR12, Tan15a, XMM16, XC10, YCZ17, ZHOY13]. **Utilizing** [LACR11].

V [Ano10s, Cob10]. **Vaccine** [Wie11]. **Valentine** [Ano10s]. **Valid** [Gol11a]. **Validation** [And11, LC15]. **Value** [Jar12a, Oli12c, Wad16]. **Valued** [JAP15]. **Variable** [AGV12, BN12, KSB16, MZ15, WSZ14, ZLD16]. **Variables** [HLLY16, Pen15]. **Variance** [MGJ14, Oli10a]. **Variation** [SAR16]. **Variational** [LAMO]. **Variations** [Mic10]. **Varmuza** [Lip11b]. **Varying** [DSM13, GAZ15, Mor12, NSS11, STZW16]. **Vector** [Hor11f, NS15]. **Vedel** [Fot10b]. **Verbeke** [Gho11b]. **Verdooren** [AA12]. **Very** [NKCB14]. **via** [CGR, CM14, HTW17, PJR15, PT14, RKE10, YPS17, ZLD16]. **Vicente**
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